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1. Introduction
Currently, atrial fibrillation (AF) guidelines are intended to assist physicians in clinical
decision making by describing a range of generally acceptable approaches for the diagnosis
and management of AF. However, these guidelines provide no recommendations that takes
into account other aspects of the arrhythmia related with its computational analysis. For
example, the proper application of spectral analysis, how to quantify different AF patterns
in terms of organization, or how to deal with ventricular contamination before AF analysis
are some aspects that could provide an improved scenario to the physician in the search of
useful clinical information [1].
Both in surface and invasive recordings of AF the presence of ventricular activity has to
be considered as a contaminant signal which has to be removed. In this respect, the
proper analysis and characterization of AF from ECG recordings requires the extraction
or cancellation of the signal components associated to ventricular activity, that is, the QRS
complex and the T wave. Unfortunately, a number of facts hinder this operation [2]. Firstly,
the atrial activity presents in the ECG much lower amplitude, in some cases well under the
noise level, than its ventricular counterpart. Additionally, both phenomena possess spectral
distributions notably overlapped, rendering linear filtering solutions unsuccessful. Within
this context, several methods have been proposed to deal with this problem during last
years. They go from a simple average beat subtraction [3], to the most advanced adaptive
methods based on multidimensional signal processing [4] that will be detailed Section § 2.
From a clinical point of view, the estimation of the dominant atrial frequency (DAF), i.e., the
repetition rate of the fibrillatory waves, is an important goal in the analysis of ECG recordings
in AF. By comparing endocardial electrograms with ECGs, it has been established that the
ECG-based AF frequency estimate can be used as an index of the atrial cycle length [5].
© 2013 Joaquín Rieta and Alcaraz; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
AF recordings with low DAF are more likely to terminate spontaneously and to respond
better to antiarrhythmic drugs or cardioversion, whereas high DAF is more often associated
with persistence to therapy [6]. The likelihood of successful pharmacological cardioversion
is higher when the DAF is below 6 Hz [7]. Moreover, the risk of early AF recurrence is higher
for patients with higher DAF [8] and, therefore, the DAF may be taken into consideration
when selecting candidates for cardioversion. Section § 3 will provide to the reader basic
concepts and recent advances in DAF estimation, as well as more elaborated techniques like
time-frequency analysis or spectral modeling.
On the other hand, organization deals with strategies to quantify the repetitiveness of the AF
signal pattern, thus providing very useful clinical information on the arrhythmia state. This
relevant concept will be addressed in Section § 4, where the most important methods will be
described [9, 10]. AF organization has demonstrated its clinical usefulness because indices
of organization have been related to the electrophysiological mechanisms sustaining AF, or
may be useful in the evaluation of strategies for AF treatment, such as catheter ablation or
electrical cardioversion [11].
2. Atrial activity extraction
This section describes the most widely used methods to separate atrial from ventricular
activities, both on surface and invasive recordings, grouped by they core way of operation.
Mathematical notation or equations have been avoided in the interest of readability. Anyway,
the reader could find detailed explanations in the corresponding references. Firstly, the
methods based on the generation of an average beat, able to represent approximately each
individual beat, are detailed. Within these methods, the main idea is to subtract the average
beat from every single beat. Next, other group of methods take profit of physiological
observations such as atrial and ventricular activities being uncoupled and originated from
independent electrical sources. This fact allows the application of signal separation methods
to dissociate atrial from ventricular activities, that will be addressed later.
2.1. Average Beat Subtraction methods
The average beat subtraction (ABS) based method was firstly presented by Slocum et al. [3]
and still remains as the most widely used on the surface ECG [12, 13]. The ABS methodology
takes advantage of the lack of a fixed relationship between atrial and ventricular activities
and the consistent morphology of the QRST complexes [3]. In this method, fiducial points
from ventricular complexes are detected and aligned [14]. Next, an average beat is generated
where the window length is determined by the minimum or mean R–R interval. The window
was aligned such that 30% of it preceded the fiducial point and 70% followed it [15]. A
template of average beats was constructed and subtracted from the original signal, resulting
in the atrial activity with subtracted ventricular activity.
The use of an adaptive template in conjunction with the correct alignment of every QRS
complex, both in time and space, has proven to be very effective through the spatiotemporal
QRST cancellation [16]. Since ABS is performed in individual leads, it becomes sensitive
to alterations in the electrical axis, which are manifested as large QRS-related residuals.
However, the effect of such alterations can be suppressed by using the spatiotemporal QRST
cancellation in which the average beats of adjacent leads are mathematically combined with
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Figure 1. Relevant time instants used by the ASVC algorithm. The points si and ei are the start and end points of the i-th QRST
complex which is represented by xi , respectively. The points osi and oei define the zones, at the beginning and the end of the
i-th QRST complex, that will be processed to avoid sudden transitions after ventricular cancellation [13].
the average beat of the analyzed lead in order to optimize cancellation [16]. Other authors
have proposed the idea of processing separately the QRS complex and the T wave [17]. This is
because the depolarization waveform changes notably as a function of the heart rate, whereas
the repolarization waveform remains almost unchanged.
Finally, the most recently ABS method is based on adaptive singular value cancellation
(ASVC) of the ventricular activity [13]. Given that the ECG signal presents a high degree
of temporal redundancy which could be exploited for ventricular activity cancellation, the
ASVC method detected all the R waves making use of the Pan and Tompkins technique [14].
Next, the starting and ending points of each QRS complex were detected and the complexes
were aligned using their R peak timing. Figure 1 depicts the fiducial points and relevant
time instants described herein. Once all the beats were temporally aligned, their eigenvector
sequence was obtained by singular value decomposition (SVD). In this way, the highest
variance provided the eigenvector considered as the representative ventricular activity [13].
Thereby, this activity was used as the primary cancellation template. Next the template
was adapted to each QRST width and height and was temporally aligned with each R
peak in the ECG. Finally, the customized template for each beat was subtracted from every
QRST complex and the atrial activity estimation inside the complex was obtained. This
SVD–based method provided a more accurate ventricular activity representation adapted to
each individual beat and, as a consequence, a higher quality AA extraction in a wide variety
of AF recordings [13].
As an illustration on how the ABS-based methods can behave, Figure 2 plots the comparison
between the simple ABS method introduced in [3] and the ASVC method presented in [13].
As can be observed, ventricular residua use to be present in the extracted AA, specially
for the simple ABS method in (c). In fact, this is the main reason justifying the permanent
optimization of atrial activity extraction methods during last years.
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Figure 2. Example of a real ECG segment in AF with irregular QRST shape and the illustration on how the ABS-based method
are able to cancel out ventricular activity. (a) ECG ready for ventricular activity cancellation. (b) Atrial activity signal provided by
ASVC [13]. (c) Atrial activity signal provided by ABS [3].
2.2. Signal separation methods
Other recently proposed alternative consist of applying signal separation algorithms, which
are able to use the multi-lead information provided by the ECG to obtain a unified atrial
activity. They can be based on principal component analysis (PCA) [18] or blind source
separation (BSS) [4]. These methodologies have been compared in a joint study proving their
coincident results in the estimation of AF spectra on the surface ECG [19]. One common
drawback to the ABS-based methods is that they are mainly thought to be applied over single
lead ECGs. In other words, the application of ABS cancellation techniques to different ECG
leads would involve the obtention of an equal number of different atrial activities as well.
Consequently, they do not make use of the information included in every lead in an unified
way. On the contrary, BSS techniques perform a multi-lead statistical analysis by exploiting
the spatial diversity that multiple spatially-separated electrodes may introduce [4, 20].
The blind source separation consists in recovering a set of source signals from the observation
of linear mixtures of the sources [21]. The term blind emphasizes that nothing is known about
the source signals or the mixing structure, the only hypothesis being the source mutual
independence [22]. To achieve the source separation, a linear transformation is sought
such that the components of the output signal vector become statistically independent, thus
representing an estimate of the sources except for (perhaps) scaling and permutation, which
are considered as admissible indeterminacies [22]. Some authors have proposed the use of
PCA to solve the mixing model between atrial and ventricular activity in AF [23]. However,
it is important to remark that the success of PCA relies heavily on the orthogonality of
the sources. But, in general, there is no reason why bioelectrical sources of the heart
should be spatially orthogonal to one another in the ECG. This orthogonality condition
can only be forced through appropriate electrode placement, as previously emphasized in
the context of the fetal ECG extraction problem [24] and the cancellation of artifacts in the
electroencephalogram [25].
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Figure 3. Input and result of the BSS separation process applied to an ECG of atrial fibrillation. (a) 12-lead ECG segment from
a patient in AF. The multi-lead information will be used by BSS to yield a unified atrial activity. (b) Estimated sources obtained
via BSS and reordered from lower to higher kurtosis value. The unified atrial activity is contained in source #1 [4].
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When BSS is applied to an ECG in AF, a set of different sources can be observed as illustrated
in Figure 3. Consequently a crucial step in BSS-based atrial activity extraction is to identify
the sources(s) which contains atrial activity. The first algorithm proposed for this purpose
made use of a kurtosis-based reordering of the components, relying on the assumption
that sub-Gaussian sources are associated with atrial activity, approximately Gaussian ones
with various types of noise and artifacts, whereas super-Gaussian sources are associated
with ventricular activity [4]. Since information on kurtosis alone is insufficient for accurate
identification of the atrial component, kurtosis reordering was combined with power spectral
analysis of the sub-Gaussian components to detect when a dominant spectral peak, reflecting
atrial rate, was present or not. It is commonly accepted that atrial rate is reflected by a peak
whose frequency is confined to the interval 3–9 Hz [4]. In this respect Figure 4 shows the
power spectral density associated to the separated sources with lower kurtosis in Figure 3.
As can be appreciated, source #1 is the one representing the typical spectrum of an atrial
activity.
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Figure 4. Power spectral densities from several BSS-estimated sources of Fig. 3. After kurtosis-based reordering only five
sources have subgaussian kurtosis, and the one with lowest kurtosis (source #1) presents a power spectral density typically
associated with the atrial activity in AF episodes [4].
Another approach to atrial component identification was later presented in [20], where
kurtosis reordering and spectral analysis are supplemented with another technique with
which ventricular components are excluded from further processing and only components
with possible atrial activity are retained. Since the kurtosis of the ventricular components
is usually very high, they can be excluded with a simple threshold test. It was found that
a threshold of about 1.5 retained components with atrial activity, but excluded components
with QRS complexes. The block diagram of this technique is represented in Figure 5.
The nonventricular components, i.e., atrial activity, noise, and artifacts, with kurtosis close
to zero, are separated using second-order blind identification (SOBI). This technique aims
at separating a mixture of uncorrelated sources with different spectral content through
second-order statistical analysis which also takes into consideration the source temporal
information [20].
2.3. Specific methods for invasive recordings
In the same way as with surface ECG recordings, other relevant point of view to understand
the pathophysiological mechanisms of AF is the analysis and interpretation of atrial
electrograms (AEG), which are recordings obtained on the atrial surface. More precise and
successful therapies can be developed through this analysis, like guided radio-frequency
ablation [26], analysis of antiarrhythmic drug effects [27] or performance improvement of
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Figure 5. Block diagram of the BSS method, implemented by independent component analysis (ICA), and SOBI for atrial activity
extraction in multi-lead ECGs of AF. It can be observed that components whose kurtosis exceed 1.5 are excluded from the SOBI
stage [20].
atrial implantable cardioverter-defibrillators [28]. Within this context, ABS (or a similar
methodology) has been applied to the AEG in order to discriminate sinus rhythm from
AF [15], to measure AF organization [9] and synchronization [29] and to monitor the effects
of ablation procedures and antiarrhythmic drugs [30].
However, ABS tends to distort the resulting atrial signal when the AEG under analysis
corresponds to a well organized AF, as Figure 6 shows. Observe in Fig. 6.a that the atrial
rhythm is well organized and uncoupled with the ventricular rhythm. The AEG shows
ventricular depolarization contamination and the remaining three signals are the resultant
atrial activity after applying ventricular reduction with the corresponding algorithm.
Observe how ABS can modify the atrial waveform within the atrial segments. In contrast,
Fig. 6.b shows a disorganized AF episode. In this case, thanks to the irregularity of the atrial
signal, ABS performs better, preserving the atrial waveform and reducing ventricular peaks.
Because of the aforementioned problems with ABS, alternative methods have been
introduced in the literature [31]. Firstly, adaptive ventricular cancellation (AVC) can be
considered. This method is based on an adaptive filter that operates on the reference
channel to produce an estimate of the interference, which is then subtracted from the main
channel [32]. In this case the main channel was the recorded AEG containing both atrial
and ventricular components. On the other hand, the reference channel was lead II from the
standard surface ECG. The motivation to select this lead was based on the large ventricular
amplitude that can be observed on it, and the precise time alignment existing between the
QRS complex of lead II and the AEG [12, 33]. The resulting atrial activity provided by the
AVC method can be observed in Figure 6 for two different types of AF recordings.
The last approach introduced to deal with AA extraction from the AEG has been based also
in BSS through the use of independent component analysis (ICA) [31]. This is because in
the context of AF patients, atrial and ventricular activities can be considered as decoupled
electrical processes that appear mixed at the electrode output [4]. Therefore, it should be
possible to dissociate atrial from ventricular activity in one AEG lead by using the proper
reference signal which, in this case, has been the surface standard lead II by the same reasons
as with AVC. In this case, the dimension is 2× 2 where the observations are composed of the
AEG and lead II, and the sources are the atrial and ventricular components to be dissociated.
The FastICA algorithm was preferred to perform the ICA process due to its fast convergence
and robust performance, previously demonstrated in a variety of different applications [34].
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Figure 6. (a) From top to bottom, Lead II of an organized AF ECG shown for reference, the corresponding epicardial atrial
electrogram (AEG), result of ventricular reduction with average beat subtraction (ABS), adaptive ventricular cancellation (AVC)
and independent component analysis (ICA). (b) This panel plots the same information as panel (a) for a disorganized AF ECG.
Note how ABS does not distort the resulting signal in this latter case [31].
The results provided by ICA in separating the atrial activity from ventricular contamination
in AEGs are considered as better than those provided by ABS or AVC regarding how the
atrial waveforms are preserved and the amount of ventricular residue removed [31], see
Figure 6.
3. Frequency analysis of AF
When an atrial activity signal is available after QRST cancellation, the power spectral analysis
door can be opened for the purpose of locating the dominant atrial frequency. This will be
the first aspect to be addressed in this section. However, it is well known that the fibrillatory
waves present time-dependent properties that may be blurred through a basic spectral
analysis. As a consequence, when more detailed information and robust spectral estimation
are needed, time-frequency analysis may be the way to go. In this respect, concepts like the
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spectral profile or the spectral modeling have proven to be efficient techniques that will be
detailed by the end of this section.
3.1. Power spectral analysis
The computation of power spectral analysis on the atrial activity signal is the most common
approach to determine the DAF [7]. Basically, the technique consist of locating the largest
spectral peak within the power spectrum. The spectrum is usually defined as the discrete
Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function of the signal. In this case, the signal is
the atrial activity which is divided into shorter, overlapping segments, where each segment
is subjected to proper windowing, e.g., using commonly the Welch’s method [35]. Finally,
the desired power spectrum is obtained by averaging the power spectra of the respective
segments.
Primarily there exist two ways to compute the power spectral density of a discrete signal.
First, estimate its autocorrelation function and then take its Fourier transform. Second,
compute the Fourier transform of the signal and, next, square its magnitude to obtain the
periodogram. Normally, the second way is the most commonly applied because of the great
computational efficiency of the fast Fourier transform algorithm [36].
Depending on prior information about the signal, spectral estimation can be divided into two
categories: nonparametric and parametric approaches. Nonparametric approaches explicitly
estimate the autocorrelation function or the power spectral density of the process without any
prior information. On the other hand, parametric approaches assume that the underlying
random process has a certain structure, for example, an autoregressive (AR) model, which
can be described using a small number of parameters and estimate the parameters of the
model [37]. A widely used nonparametric estimation approach is the periodogram, which
is based on the fast Fourier transform (FFT). A common parametric technique is maximum
entropy spectral estimation, which involves fitting the observed signal to an AR model [36].
The raw periodogram is not a statistically stable spectral estimate since there is not much
averaging on its computation. In fact, the periodogram is computed from a finite-length
observed sequence that is sharply truncated. This sharp truncation effectively spreads the
original signal spectrum into other frequencies, which is called spectral leakage [37]. The
spectral leakage problem can be reduced by multiplying the finite sequence by a windowing
function before the FFT computation, which reduces the sequence values gradually rather
than abruptly. In order to reduce the periodogram variance, averaging can be applied.
This modified algorithm is called Welch’s method, which is the most widely used in
nonparametric spectral estimation [35]. In order to increase the number of segments being
averaged in a finite-length sequence, the sequence can be segmented with overlap; for
example, 50% overlap can duplicate the number of segments of the same length [35]. Segment
length can be considered as the most important parameter in AF spectral analysis since
it determines the estimation accuracy of the DAF by restricting spectral resolution. It is
advisable that the segment length is chosen to be at least a few seconds so as to produce an
acceptable variance of the power spectrum [1, 2].
With respect to the surface ECG lead selection for AF power spectral analysis, this lead
use to be V1. This is because lead V1 contains the fibrillatory waves with largest amplitude
and, therefore, the associated DAF peak will be the largest in this lead [12]. As an example of
Applications of Signal Analysis to Atrial Fibrillation
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Figure 7. Example of AF power spectral analysis. (a) Surface ECG lead V1 from a patient in AF ready to be analyzed. (b) Atrial
activity extracted from lead V1. (c) Atrial activity power spectral density. (d) and (e) Right and left atrium invasive recording
PSDs of a different patient in which a notable frequency contrast between both atria was observed. (f) Surface lead V1 PSD of
the patient in (d) and (e) proving how power spectral analysis can be useful in the study of AF [7].
power spectral analysis of AF, Figure 7 plots several situations related to this analysis. Firstly,
the left panel shows the traditional procedure for AF spectral analysis, where the original
ECG in AF is presented in Fig. 7.a. Next, the extracted atrial activity after QRST cancellation
can be observed in Fig. 7.b. Finally, the power spectrum associated to that activity is shown in
Fig. 7.c. In this example, the atrial activity signal was downsampled to 100Hz and processed
with a Hamming window [38]. Next, a 1024-point FFT was applied and the PSD was
displayed by computing the squared magnitude of each sample frequency. Remark that
the frequency axis use to be traditionally expressed in Hz but, in some studies, clinicians
prefer to express the fibrillatory frequencies in beats per minute (BPM). Furthermore, the
right panel of Fig. 7 shows how AF power spectral analysis of the surface ECG is able to
show the difference in the right and left atrial frequency. Hence, Fig. 7.d shows the right
atrium invasive recording PSD, whereas Fig. 7.e plots the left atrium PSD. Finally, Fig. 7.f
shows the PSD associated to the analysis of surface lead V1 from the same patient [1].
3.2. Time-frequency analysis
As demonstrated previously, power spectral analysis reflects the average signal behavior
during the analyzed time interval, the robust location of the DAF being the main goal
with clinical interest. However, this analysis may not be able to characterize temporal
variations in the DAF. From an electrophysiological point of view, there are solid reasons
to believe that the atrial fibrillatory waves have time-dependent properties, since they reflect
complex patterns of electrical activation wavefronts. Therefore, it is advisable to employ
time-frequency analysis in order to track variations in AF frequency when more detailed
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Figure 8. Spectrogram of a one minute atrial activity signal computed with a 128 point FFT using a 2.5 seconds window
length. Surface leads V1 to V3 are shown for comparison [39].
information is needed [39]. The DAF is known to be influenced by autonomic modulation
and its variations over time have been studied in terms of the effects of parasympathetic and
sympathetic stimulation as well as with respect to circadian rhythm. It has been shown that
AF frequency decreases during the night and increases in the morning [40].
The simplest way to apply time-frequency analysis to AF recordings consists of dividing
the continuous-time atrial signal into short, consecutive and overlapping segments. Next,
each of the segments will be subjected to spectral analysis. The resulting series of spectra
reflects the time-varying nature of the signal [36, 39]. The most common approach to
time-frequency analysis is the nonparametric, i.e., Fourier-based spectral analysis applied to
each AF segment. This operation is known as the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) [41].
In this approach, the definition of the Fourier transform is modified so that a sliding time
window defines each time segment to be analyzed. As a result, a two-dimensional function
will be obtained in which the resolution in time and frequency will always have to be a
trade-off compromise between both domains [37]. In the same way as with the periodogram,
the spectrogram of a signal can be obtained by computing the squared magnitude of
the STFT [41], thus making it possible to get a PSD representation of the signal in the
time-frequency domain. An example on how an AF spectrogram looks like is shown in
Figure 8, where three surface ECG leads are shown for comparison. As can be appreciated,
the DAF trend presents great similarities but, also, some differences between leads. However,
remark that the spectrogram frequency resolution cannot be better because of the time
window length selected.
Because of the conflicting requirements between time and frequency resolution needed to be
satisfied by the STFT, other techniques for time-frequency analysis have been proposed [42].
Basically, while the STFT depends linearly on the signal, these new techniques depend
quadratically, thus providing much better resolution. One of the most successfully applied
time-frequency distribution to AF recordings is the cross Wigner-Ville distribution (XWVD).
Its selection was considered primarily because of its excellent noise performance for signals
Applications of Signal Analysis to Atrial Fibrillation
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Figure 9. Cross Wigner-Ville distribution of the same atrial activity signal presented in Fig. 8. As shown, frequency resolution
has been improved notably [39].
that are long compared to the window length [43], but also because it reflected precisely
the variations in the DAF [39]. In order to illustrate how the XWVD is able to improve
time-frequency analysis in AF, Figure 9 shows the same analyzed lead as in Fig. 8 but, this
time, computed via the XWVD. As can be observed, frequency resolution has been improved
notably, thus allowing to follow subtle changes in the DAF that would remain masked under
STFT analysis [39].
Preprocessing
QRST
cancellation
Atrial
characterization
Time-frequency
analysis
Parameterization
profile
Update of the
spectral profile
For every signal segment:
Frequency and
amplitude trend
estimation
of the spectral
Figure 10. Block diagram of the spectral profile method for time-frequency analysis of atrial signals. Each new time slice, the
time-frequency distribution is aligned to the spectral profile in order to find estimates of the frequency and amplitude. The
spectral profile is then parameterized and updated [44].
3.3. The spectral profile
The aforementioned spectral analysis techniques had the limitation of only considering the
fundamental spectral peak of the atrial activity, but its harmonics have not been put under
consideration. However, harmonics could improve DAF estimation and, furthermore, their
pattern may be of clinical interest [45]. To alleviate this problem the spectral profile has
been proposed [44], its block diagram being depicted in Figure 10. Its main idea is to
obtain a time-frequency distribution of successive short segments from the atrial signal.
Next, the distribution is decomposed into a spectral profile and a number of parameters
Atrial Fibrillation - Mechanisms and Treatment166
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Figure 11. Illustration of the spectral profile technique for three one-minute recordings of atrial fibrillation. The left panel
shows the logarithmic time-frequency distribution of the atrial signals. The middle panel shows the spectral profile in solid thick
line, the conventional magnitude power spectrum in solid thin line and the fitted spectral line model in dashed line. Finally, the
DAF trend is shown in the right panel.(a) Spectral profile for a rather organized AF. (b) Similar to (a) but with notably larger DAF
variations. (c) A noisy case with a very high DAF together with a large trend variation [44].
able to describe variations in the DAF as well as in the fibrillatory waves morphology are
extracted. Hence, each spectrum is modeled as a frequency-shifted and amplitude-scaled
version of the spectral profile. The transformation to the frequency domain is performed
by using a nonuniform discrete-time Fourier transform with a logarithmic frequency scale.
This particular scale allows for two spectra to be matched by shifting, even though they have
different fundamental frequencies and related harmonics [44].
The spectral profile is dynamically updated from previous spectra, which are matched to
each new spectrum using weighted least squares estimation. The frequency shift needed
to achieve optimal matching then yields a measure on instantaneous fibrillatory rate and
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Figure 12. Spectral profile of different atrial signals (dashed line) and the corrected spectral profile obtained by spectral
modeling applying the exclusion criteria (solid line). (a) and (b) atrial activity signals with a considerable amount of QRS residua.
(c) and (d) atrial activities without noise contamination [46].
is trended as a function of time. An important feature of this approach is that, due to the
alignment procedure, the peaks of the spectral profile become more prominent than the
corresponding peaks of the conventional power spectrum. As a result, the spectral profile
lends itself much better to analysis of the harmonics whose amplitudes reflect the shape of
the fibrillatory waveforms and are related with AF organization [44].
Three different examples of the spectral profile technique are shown in Figure 11. Firstly,
Fig. 11.a shows the results of a rather organized case of atrial fibrillation, with a DAF of
about 6 Hz and a variation within 5–7 Hz. The high degree of organization in the signal
is reflected in the presence of two harmonics in the spectral profile (thick solid line in the
middle panel). Comparing the spectral profile to the magnitude spectrum (thin solid line),
it is evident that the fundamental peak of the former spectrum is narrower and that its
harmonics are much more easily discerned. Such a behavior is, of course, expected since
the spectral profile represents an average of spectra from successive signal intervals where
each individual spectrum, prior to averaging, has been shifted such that the fundamental is
optimally aligned to the fundamental frequency of the spectral profile [44]. The example in
Fig. 11.b has a DAF of about 7 Hz with a relatively large variation and one harmonic. Finally,
Fig. 11.c presents a much more disorganized atrial activity, with a DAF around 8.5 Hz and
lack of harmonic behavior. As can be appreciated in the three examples, the spectral profile
notably improves DAF and harmonics estimation, specially in the presence of noisy signals.
3.4. Improved spectral estimation
A drawback of the spectral profile-based method is its lack of control of what goes into
the spectral profile: a spectrum reflecting large QRS residuals is just as influential as a
spectrum reflecting clear atrial activity. Although the spectral profile has a slow adaptation
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rate, making it less sensitive to single noisy segments, a short sequence of bad segments
causes the spectral profile to lose its structure, and thus, the frequency estimates become
incorrect. Furthermore, once the spectral profile has lost its structure, the recovery time until
the frequency estimates are valid again becomes unacceptably long, even if the segments
have an harmonic structure.
Unfortunately, there are clinical situations in which sequences of noisy segments are
common, e.g., during stress testing and ambulatory monitoring and, accordingly, the spectral
profile is bound to become corrupt. Therefore, an improved spectral profile method has been
proposed able to test the spectrum of each data segment before entering the spectral profile
update [46]. A model defined by a superimposition of Gaussian functions, which represent
the peaks of the fundamental and harmonics of the AF spectrum, has been proposed (see
Fig. 12). These parameters are used to decide whether a new spectrum should be included
in the spectral profile or not. The parameters are descriptors of the spectrum and designed
so as to verify if a spectrum exhibits the typical harmonic pattern of AF, i.e., a fundamental
component and, possibly, few harmonics [46].
Finally, a recently presented approach to improve AF spectral estimation is to use a hidden
Markov model (HMM) to enhance noise robustness when tracking the DAF. With a HMM,
short-time frequency estimates that differ significantly from the frequency trend can be
detected and excluded or replaced by estimates based on adjacent frequencies [47]. A Markov
model consists of a finite number of states with predefined state transition probabilities [48].
Based on the observed state sequence, the Viterbi algorithm retrieves the optimal sequence
by exploiting the state transition matrix, incorporating knowledge of AF characteristics, and
the observation matrix, incorporating knowledge of the frequency estimation method and
signal-to-noise ratio [47].
4. Arrhythmia organization
During last years several methods to estimate the degree of AF organization have been
presented. Primarily, organization estimation was introduced making use of invasive
recordings, in which the atrial signal is of notably higher amplitude. However, in recent
years, new methods have emerged in the estimation of organization from surface recordings,
thus been able to provide clinical useful information through very cheap procedures. The
next subsections will describe some of the most recent and extended methods to estimate
atrial fibrillation organization.
4.1. Invasive organization methods
The observation that some degree of organization is present during AF has motivated many
investigators to develop algorithms quantifying this degree of organization. Nevertheless,
the term organization is ambiguous, because of the lack of a standard and common definition
within the context of AF. As a consequence, several methods have been proposed to quantify
different aspects of AF organization, which are related to different electrophysiological
properties or AF mechanisms [49]. According to the number of endocardial recording places
involved in the analysis, single-site measurements [50, 51] provide information on the local
electrical activity of specific atrial areas, while multi-site algorithms [52–54] introduce the
concept of spatial coordination between different regions.
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Figure 13. Analysis of the local activation waves for AF episodes with different complexity class. From top to bottom, bipolar
electrograms of type I, type II, and type III AF following Wells classification. Filled triangles indicate the time of local activation
waves detection. On the right panels, superposition of the normalized activation times obtained from the signals of the left
panels [9].
Regarding single-site measurements, Wells et al. [55] published one of the earliest studies
examining relative differences in atrial fibrillation electrograms. From right atrial bipolar
electrograms after open-heart surgery, Wells classified atrial fibrillation recordings into four
categories based on the discreteness of the electrograms and the stability of the baseline.
However, the greatest weakness of this method is its subjectivity because it requires manual
interpretation and over-reading of the epicardial recordings. Nonetheless, later works
have implemented automated methods based on these criteria [56]. In this case, the
method was based on comparing diverse features of the parameters describing the dynamic,
morphological and spectral properties of intraatrial bipolar electrograms during AF. Next, by
making use of that parameters an algorithm was designed for automated AF classification.
On the other hand, organization has also been used in the frequency domain. Given that
the AF waveform can be effectively analyzed in the frequency domain, as described in
Section § 3, some authors have hypothesized that analysis of the spectra of short segments of
an interatrial electrogram during AF would show a correlation of the variance of the signal
and the amplitude of harmonic peaks with defibrillation efficacy [51]. Furthermore, the same
authors hypothesized that the spatiotemporal organization of AF would vary over time and
tried to determine the optimal sampling window to optimize defibrillation predictability.
Nonlinear analysis has also been used to evaluate single-site AF electrograms. In this respect
one of the first works specifically applied to atrial fibrillation electrograms was introduced by
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Hoekstra et al. [57]. They analyzed epicardial mapping data obtained from atrial fibrillation
patients undergoing surgical correction of an accessory pathway. The nonlinear applied
techniques were correlation dimension and correlation entropy on the epicardial signals. It
was found that these measures discriminated between the various types of electrograms as
defined by Wells, thus suggesting that nonlinear dynamics plays a relevant role in atrial
fibrillation and can also be used to quantify AF organization.
Finally, one interesting work quantifying AF organization from single-site measurements
was introduced by Faes et al. [9] and relied on wave morphology similarity. The algorithm
quantified the regularity of an atrial electrogram by measuring the extent of repetitiveness
over time of its consecutive activation waves. Since the analysis was focused on the shape
of the waveforms occurring in correspondence to the local activations of the atrial tissue, the
morphology of the atrial activations was the element by which the algorithm differentiated
among various degrees of AF organization. As an example, Figure 13 plots the local
activation waves associated to three different AF episodes with different complexity. As can
be seen, the method is able to generate a pattern which, later, can be quantified following
the organization criteria. The same team introduced an automatic organization estimation
method based on features extraction, selection and classification of the AF patterns [58].
With respect to multi-site measurements, this viewpoint would imply that activity at one
site should be judged in relation to the activity at another site. Furthermore, when
distances between the recording sites are known, and especially when more than two sites
are used to compute the organization, spatial organization concepts are also incorporated
into these measures [11]. One interesting comparison of methods for estimating AF
synchronization between two atrial sites was published by Sih et al. [53]. In this study,
after filtering and scaling short segments (300 ms) of atrial fibrillation, the electrograms
were passed through two parallel linear adaptive filters, as shown in Figure 14. One way
of interpreting an adaptive filter is that it attempts to predict one electrogram through
linear filtering of a second electrogram. If the two electrograms are linearly related, then
the prediction process would theoretically be perfect. However, if there are non-linearities
between the electrograms, the adaptive filter would yield a prediction error. This algorithm
defines organization according to the prediction errors from the parallel adaptive filters.
The algorithm was theoretically extensible to account for non-linear relationships between
electrograms by simply altering the nature of the adaptive filters. This group used the
algorithm to quantify organization differences between acute and chronic models of atrial
fibrillation [59].
Other works have quantified AF organization between two different atrial sites making use
of nonlinear techniques. In this way, Censi et al. [60] quantified the duration of stable
recurrence patterns through the use of recurrent plots as well as a measure of entropy in
the recurrence plots. The authors suggested that there may exist nonlinear relationships
between electrograms from the right versus the left atrium that would otherwise be missed
by algorithms relying on linear analyses.
Finally, cardiac mapping tools have brought a wealth of information to cardiac
electrophysiology, where the concept of a combined spatial and temporal organization is
most easily realized. Within this context, the concept of coupling between several endocardial
signal has been introduced. In this respect a two-dimensional analysis by evaluating the
simultaneous presence of morphological similarity in two endocardial signals, in order
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Figure 14. Example of a multi-site AF organization method based on the application of adaptive filtering to the electrograms
under study. If there are nonlinearities between the two electrograms, the adaptive filters would yield a concrete prediction
error, thus allowing to quantify the degree of synchronization between the electrograms [53].
to quantify their degree of coupling has been introduced [49]. The method considers
the atrial activation times on every recording place and estimates the cross-probability of
finding similar local activation waves between the considered recordings places, as shown
in Figure 15. On the other hand, Mainardi et al. [54] introduced a comparative study for
the analysis among atrial electrical activities in different sites during AF. They characterized
the properties of pairs between atrial signals making use of a linear parameter obtained
from the cross-correlation function and by a nonlinear association estimator. Furthermore,
they also studied synchronization through the application of an index based on the corrected
cross-conditional entropy [61]. The most recent advances in the study of propagation patterns
in AF have been introduced by Richter and co-workers. They investigated propagation
patterns in intracardiac signals using a approach based on partial directed coherence, which
evaluated directional coupling between multiple signals in the frequency domain [62].
Furthermore, the same team recently presented an improvement in propagation pattern
analysis based on sparse modeling through the use of the partial directed coherence function
derived from fitting a multivariate autoregresive model to the observed signal [63].
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Figure 15. Example of regularity and coupling indices obtained for endocardial signals recorded by a multipolar basket catheter
in the human right atrium during AF. (a) Schematic representation of the internal surface of the right atrium with the position
of the sites of bipolar signal acquisition. (b) Endocardial recordings taken during AF, from the four electrodes placed in the
postero-lateral wall along with the detected activation times (circles). The regularity index (ρ) associated with the four signals
and the coupling (χ) between pairs of signals recorded on adjacent sites are indicated [49].
4.2. Surface organization methods
From a clinical point of view, the assessment of AF organization from the standard surface
ECGwould be very interesting, because it can be easily and cheaply obtained and could avoid
the risks associated to invasive procedures [12]. However, only few indirect non-invasive AF
organization estimates from this recording have been proposed in the literature. Firstly, the
DAF, which has been described in Section § 3. Its inverse has been directly related to atrial
refractoriness [64] and, hence, to atrial cycle length [5]. Moreover, it has been suggested
that the DAF is directly related to the number of simultaneous wavelets [65]. On the other
hand, the second way to get a non-invasive estimate of AF organization has been based on
a nonlinear regularity index, such as sample entropy [66]. This index has been proposed
to estimate the amount of repetitive patterns existing in the fibrillatory waves from the
fundamental waveform of the atrial activity signal, which have been named as main atrial
wave (MAW) in the literature. Through the application of sample entropy to the MAW, it has
been possible to predict a number of AF-reated events. For example, the onset of paroxysmal
AF, its spontaneous termination, its time course from the beginning up to the end of the
episode or the outcome of electrical cardioversion in persistent AF [10].
Obviously, the drawback of non-invasive organization estimation is the lack of strict accuracy
in the process, given that both sample entropy and DAF are only able to assess fibrillatory
waves regularity indirectly. However they have been recently validated by comparison with
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Figure 16. Delineation of the fibrillatory waves for typical 4 second segments corresponding to (a) type I, (b) type II and (c) type
III AF episodes, respectively. For each segment, the ECG and atrial activity, after QRST cancellation, are displayed. The upper
black circles mark the maximum associated to each activation, whereas lower gray circles indicate their boundaries [70].
invasive recordings [67]. On the other hand, an additional disadvantage of these estimators is
that the proper DAF identification in the AA spectral content, computed via the fast Fourier
transform, depends significantly on the analyzed segment length, because it determines the
spectral resolution [68]. It is advisable that segment length is chosen to be, at least, several
seconds for an appropriate DAF identification and to produce an acceptable variance of the
frequency estimate [69]. On the other hand, although AF organization could be successfully
estimated by analyzing a segment as short as 1 second with sample entropy, the proper MAW
obtention depends on an adequate DAF computation [10]. Thereby, it could be considered
that the two aforesaid estimators can only yield an average AF organization assessment, thus
blurring the possible information carried by each single activation.
One solution to the aforementioned limitations has been recently proposed which is
able to quantify directly and in short-time AF organization from the surface ECG. The
method quantifies every single fibrillatory wave regularity by measuring how repetitive
its morphology is along onward atrial activations [70]. Basically, the atrial activity was
delineated through mathematical morphology operators [71]. A combination of erosion and
dilation operations was applied to the atrial activity with two structuring elements. The
first one was adapted to the fibrillatory waves by an even triangular shape with duration
proportional to the DAF. The second was designed as a rectangular shape of length larger to
the DAF to suppress the drift between atrial cycles [70]. Finally, the resulting impulsive
signal was used to extract atrial activations by peak detection [70]. An example of the
potential applications offered by this method, able to work from the surface ECG, is shown
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in Figure 16 where several recordings and the corresponding delineation result have been
plotted. As can be observed, the method is able to provide precise and automatic fibrillatory
waves delineation, making it possible to quantify non-invasively AF organization in short
time.
5. Conclusions
The recent advances in signal analysis and processing have provided powerful solutions
for the improved knowledge of atrial fibrillation. In this respect, intensive research has
been carried out to separate atrial activity from ventricular activity in the ECG and invasive
recordings. Furthermore, the proper extraction of an atrial signal has opened the possibilities
of developing advanced analysis techniques to gain as much information as possible on
the fibrillatory waves. Within this context, relevant information, like the atrial fibrillatory
frequency or arrhythmia organization, have been reliably assessed from surface and invasive
recordings using digital signal processing methods.
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